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Abstract: In the context of e-commerce, online travel agencies often derive useful information from
online reviews to improve transactions. Based on the dispute on the usefulness of different types
of reviews and social exchange theory, this study investigates how the characteristics of pictures
and text influence review reading and review posting behaviors and thus influencing the efficiency
of online review systems. By analyzing crawled data of online hotels and conducting experiments,
we first find that picture reviews are more useful than text reviews, and high-quality pictures in
reviews have a significant impact on review usefulness. Second, posting pictures requires review
posters to pay more perceived costs. Third, negative review posters have higher perceived costs,
so they are more unwilling to post pictures, especially high-quality pictures. Our results indicate
that review platforms need to add incentives to encourage consumers to post high-quality picture
reviews and design workable interfaces to reduce the burden of negative reviewers to speed up
the purchase decision process for review readers. This study provides theoretical implications by
demonstrating how the adoption of the picture in review systems influences both review readers’
and review posters’ behaviors. Additionally, our findings also provide useful managerial insights for
online travel suppliers in terms of building an effective review system to promote sales.

Keywords: online hotel review; picture review; text review; e-commerce; review system

1. Introduction

One of the most challenging issues online travel agencies are facing is how to build an
effective review system to promote hotel sales. The review system acts like an electronic
knowledge repository by which early adopters contribute information to populate the
system, and consumers seek knowledge from the system for reuse. To overcome the
difficulty of information overload, picture reviews are deployed to make it easier and
quicker to access valuable information [1]. Its emergence provides scholars with a new
orientation to examine word of mouth, which is recognized as the most important driver of
sales, and to obtain a deeper understanding of consumer review posting behaviors [2]. Our
work aims at investigating how different types of reviews affect the perceived usefulness
of review readers and whether there is a significant difference in perceived costs between
different types of review posting behaviors.

Some research suggests that the dynamics of pictures implemented in the review
system facilitate the delivery of product information. First, visual information greatly
affects people’s memory compared with text information. The information presented
by the image stimulates more cognitive elaboration, which leads to the development of
more storage locations and paths in the memory and, in turn, increases the likelihood of
retrieving the information in later recall tasks [3]. As suggested by Mitchell and Olson,
when an advertising message contains a picture, as consumer reviews do, users can better
remember and recognize the relevant information [4]. Second, previous research suggests
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that people have different abilities to understand visual reviews and text reviews because
reading words usually takes more time and effort than pictures [5]. No matter what types of
products, consumers are more likely to pay attention through the presentation of pictures,
which improve their cognitive ability, because an individual’s perception of pictures is
physically similar to the real objects [6]. They are able to imagine that the objects in the
pictures seem to be “here” and “now”, which will generate a relatively close sense of
psychological distance and reduce consumers’ perceived risk [5,7]. In sum, pictures are
often better at deepening consumers’ understanding of a hotel’s profile than text and
therefore enhancing review information delivery. Moreover, pictures with high definition
provide a visually appealing experience for consumers, helping them quickly gain more
information and details about the product and speed up the decision-making process. We
therefore believe that the quality of pictures has an impact on the usefulness of reviews.

However, review systems deploying the form of picture reviews still do not guarantee
the success of information delivery, which requires that (1) information contributors (review
posters) be willing to part with their information and (2) information seekers (review read-
ers) be willing to reuse the codified information [8]. This is because review posters always
make a trade-off between effort and accuracy in the process of parting with knowledge,
according to the social exchange theory [9,10]. Although picture reviews accrue higher
accuracy, a corresponding effort is needed. So, we propose that consumers will choose
different review posting strategies to balance these two factors. Further, effort performs
asymmetrically in positive reviews and negative reviews. Dissatisfied consumers tend to
have higher perceived costs, which is the result of a detail-oriented system information
processing to solve the problem caused by negative emotions [11]. So, we further expect
that unsatisfied customers tend to choose text reviews to reduce their effort. However, it is
far from being enough to consider only the perspective of review posters. The system is
efficient only if the review readers consider the dominant form of review (i.e., the reviewing
manner chosen by the majority of review posters) to be more useful. Otherwise, most
review posters are making vain attempts to deliver information to review readers, and
consequently, the review system is collectively ineffective. Therefore, we shed light on the
usefulness of the types of reviews, which should be defined in our work as the capability of
a reviewing form that is helpful for the decision-making process, rather than the ability to
promote sales. Usefulness is an important indicator to value whether a review is helpful to
the process of making purchasing decisions and thus implicating the success of information
delivery. To the best of our knowledge, no research draws attention to the review posters
and review readers simultaneously to explore the effectiveness of review information
delivery. This is surprising because the failure of review information delivery generates
mismatched product–consumer tuples, which will bring undesirable hotel ratings and
unhealthy social well-being. To address the gap, the aim of this work is to examine how
review posters choose different reviewing strategies (picture versus text) to change their
perceived costs and which type of review is more useful to review readers. We also shed
new light on the difference in review posting intention between negative reviews and
positive reviews. As a result, we can figure out whether the review system is effective in
terms of the emergence of picture reviews.

Our research questions are: what types of reviews do review readers consider more
useful? What types of review posting requires more perceived costs for review posters?
Is there any difference in the perceived costs between positive consumers and negative
reviewers? To answer these questions, we first develop our hypotheses that picture reviews,
especially high-quality pictures, possess higher usefulness for consumers by reviewing
previous research. Next, building on the cost–benefit trade-off in the social exchange theory,
we argue that people will tend to choose text review because it requires lower perceived
costs than picture reviews. Since consumers with negative product experiences are more
likely to be burdened with psychological costs, the text advantage effect is more significant
for them, so they are more likely to choose text reviews than positive consumers. Further,
as high-quality pictures bring higher accuracy and usefulness and hence require higher
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costs, we put forward that negative review posters post pictures of lower quality. Although
the social exchange theory has been extensively emphasized in the consumer behavior
domain [12–15], less is known about whether it affects the type-of-review selection. Next,
to validate our hypotheses, we use actual online hotel review data and consumer rating
data from Ctrip.com (accessed on 13 July 2022) to empirically examine whether and to what
extent the perceived costs affect consumers’ intention of posting different types of reviews.

Our main results are as follows. We first confirm the higher usefulness of picture
reviews, especially high-quality pictures, for review readers, and review posters’ unwill-
ingness to adopt picture reviews. Additionally, we then further show that negative review
posters endure greater unwillingness than positive review posters because of the higher
perceived costs. Additionally, the quality of the pictures taken by negative review posters
is significantly lower than that of positive review posters. Our empirical and analytical
findings are expected to make theoretical and practical contributions. This work will further
our knowledge regarding how perceived costs affect review posting behaviors, especially
the reviewing strategy choice. In particular, these are important because they broaden the
nature and scope of outcomes studied in e-commerce studies. Our work can guide review
system implementation in e-commerce and provide insight into consumer review posting
behavior, which is potentially helpful for online travel agencies to design review services
to facilitate information delivery. This is also useful for hotels that are trying to seize the
opportunity from the market and improve hotel quality by receiving feedback.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Usefulness of Text Reviews of Picture Review

The usefulness of online reviews is defined as the subjective perception of whether
online review information is helpful to consumers in the online shopping process [16]. It is
also a subjective criterion for judging the quality of online review information. Currently,
most scholars are exploring the effects of review credibility [17] and review timeliness [18]
on consumers’ perceived usefulness. However, they mostly study text-only reviews, while
fewer studies have compared the combined text and image review formats. Only in some
product advertising literature, some scholars have studied in depth the effect of pictures on
customers’ willingness to make purchase decisions. For example, Marlow et al. argue that
images tend to attract consumers’ attention and make them inclined to evaluate the quality
of products from a visual perspective [19]. Yang et al. suggest that enhancing the visual
experience in an online shopping environment through images can promote consumers’
favorable perceptions of online stores and trust in products [20]. As for user reviews, a
small number of studies have also reported that user-generated photos can increase the
usefulness of reviews, especially when these images appear in negative reviews [21–24].
However, contradictory findings appear in Lee’s work, who failed to find a significant
relationship between the number of pictures and review usefulness [23]. Kim et al. [25] also
point out that pictures can only serve as peripheral cues, but the final decisions consumers
make are determined by the text. Therefore, more empirical research on the comparison of
the usefulness of text reviews and picture reviews is being called for.

There are two dominant approaches in the research discussing the usefulness of online
reviews. One is to collect data from e-commerce platforms, including usefulness votes,
text length, text content, review posters’ profiles and different forms of comments for data
analysis [26–28]. Another method is to design experiments and questionnaires, distribute
them to consumers and analyze the results [29]. A more current and novel approach is to
use an eye-tracking device to measure the time people spend on text and images while
reading reviews in order to determine which reviews are preferred and how useful they
are [30]. Due to equipment limitations, this study uses the first two methods to compare
the usefulness of text review and picture review.

Ctrip.com
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2.2. Perceived Costs of Review Posters

Review usefulness is assessed from the perspective of the review reader. How to
motivate review posters to write reviews is also an issue that has been widely studied.
The willingness to spread word of mouth usually includes four types of motivation: self-
involvement, others’ involvement, product involvement and information involvement [31].
Self-involvement refers to highlighting the value of the reviewer’s self. Others’ involvement
means helping other consumers obtain more goods and services. Product involvement
refers to engaging in reviews for emotional catharsis, such as supporting or punishing the
merchant. Information ingestion refers to being stimulated by commercial behavior. All of
these motivations can be categorized as rewards from the act of reviewing. However, less
has been investigated regarding the perceived costs required in posting reviews. To the
best of our knowledge, Ref. [32] is the first study exploring the difference in costs between
posting reviews by phones and laptops. Against this backdrop, our study seeks to find
out whether there is a similar difference between two groups of variables: picture reviews
versus text reviews, and positive reviews versus negative reviews.

Our research hypotheses on the perceived costs of review information delivery are
based on the social exchange theory. Consumer reviews have been extensively explained
using the social exchange theory [8,33–37]. Consumers share their consumption experiences
to deliver product information in the form of reviews, with a general but not exact and clear
expectation of the future benefits [8]. The social exchange theory encompasses different
factors. We specifically draw on the cost–benefit trade-off to explain the mechanisms
underlying the review strategy choice.

Significant empirical evidence has supported the view that decision makers always
take costs and benefits into consideration and that they pay attention to the trade-off
between accuracy (or, in other words, the optimized results) and efforts in making a de-
cision [9,10,38–40]. A decision maker always needs to make an effort to obtain enough
information, so that they will not regret it in the future. Therefore, the objectives that an indi-
vidual has to maximize the benefits (or the resulting quality of their decision) and minimize
the effort that is deployed to gain informative determinants and even take the action are
often in conflict [8]. Although a large amount of the literature focuses on how the increase
in benefits will change the way people share information (e.g., Refs. [12–15]), whether and
how changes in the perceived costs resulting in the execution of review posting behavior
influence the information delivery process is left unexplored. Therefore, a key distinction
between past research on review information delivery and our work pertains to whether
the perceived costs and benefits are both considered, in particular, being incorporated in
the review strategy choice. Although it has been shown that dissatisfied consumers are less
likely to post reviews using mobile phones, because choosing a nonmobile device lowers
their effort in the mobile–non-mobile reviewing strategy selection [32], the picture–text
reviewing strategy choice remains unstudied. To address the backdrop, our study proposes
that the distinguishing characteristics of picture posting behavior and text posting behavior
can change the perceived costs of the information sharing process in terms of time and
perceived effort. Additionally, therefore, consumers are significantly more unwilling to
post picture reviews, particularly with negative consumption experiences.

2.3. Quality of Review Pictures

Pictures with a higher aesthetic rating are generally more compelling. Pictures with
interesting composition elements and great use of color can bring humor and impact. Image
acquisition may introduce Gaussian noise due to hardware conditions and environmental
factors, and image compression may bring about phenomena such as the block effect and
blurring of images [41,42]. These unavoidable image quality losses affect the adequacy
and accuracy of image information representation and affect people’s visual perception.
The topic of image quality has been extensively studied in the fields of medical imaging
and newspaper printing [43]. Image characteristics include color characteristics, quality
characteristics, shape characteristics and spatial relationship characteristics. The methods
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for processing these features are often proposed in areas with high aesthetic requirements.
However, very few scholars have studied the importance of image quality in reviews on
e-commerce platforms. Therefore, this study presents the impact of image quality on the
usefulness of review readers and the high or low quality of images posted by different
review posters.

3. Hypotheses’ Development

In the information proactively published by consumers, different forms of presentation
have a different impact on consumers. Relevant studies have proved that when the informa-
tion left by users contains pictures, the usefulness of this online review will be greater than
a pure text review [44,45]. Additionally, there is literature suggesting that the spread speed
and coverage of visual reviews posted by consumers on the internet will be faster and
wider than online comments without pictures or videos [46,47] because, for consumers, it
usually takes more time and energy to read text reviews than visual reviews. Visual reviews
can show the product’s spatial, motion and tactile information clues, which is appropriate
for most consumers. The degree of reliability is also stronger than in other forms of online
reviews [48]. In sum, picture reviews are superior to text reviews in the following aspects.
First, individuals can simultaneously recognize and interpret picture information across the
two cognitive systems of text and vision, which will lead to the “picture advantage effect”,
thus enabling individuals to understand picture information more fully and remember it
more deeply [49]. Second, online reviews attached with pictures illustrate detailed product
information beyond what can be explained by plain words [1]. Third, since pictures are less
likely to be fake, it greatly enhances the authenticity and credibility of the reviews and thus
reduces consumers’ perceived risk and psychological distance [7]. So, consumers often
trust pictures more and make purchasing decisions dependent on picture reviews. To sum
up, the nature of picture reviews is superior to text reviews in conveying as much useful
information as possible. Therefore, we put forward the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Picture reviews are more useful for review readers than text reviews.

While images may increase the credibility of a comment compared to text, the quality
of the image can also have an impact on its usefulness. For example, some websites and web
pages are aesthetically pleasing and place great importance on color distribution. The mood
and behavior of the viewer as well as the experience can be significantly influenced by the
appearance of the page. For comments, however, comment readers are more interested
in how well the image matches reality than in the photography skills of the comment
publisher. They prefer to see high-quality images that are clear and informative. We
therefore propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). High-quality pictures are more useful for review readers.

Unfortunately, while review readers prefer to see picture reviews, posting picture
reviews is more difficult than posting text reviews. Consistent with the higher benefit that
pictures can bring—for example, pictures have higher accuracy in showing what words
cannot [50]—more time and effort required to codify and input knowledge into picture
reviews can act as opportunity costs. Specifically, in addition to writing explanatory words,
review posters have to take pictures from appropriate angles, edit the pictures and upload
these files onto the review forum. Therefore, choosing a reviewing strategy must weigh
the benefit against the cost, according to the social exchange theory. However, the effort
may typically be weighted more heavily than the accuracy because the feedback on effort
expenditure is relatively immediate, while the feedback on accuracy is subject to both delay
and ambiguity [51]. So, we argue that consumers will tend to choose the reviewing strategy
requiring the least amount of effort while giving up accuracy. From the above statements,
we put forward the following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 3 (H3). Posting picture reviews requires more perceived costs than posting text reviews.

Bad experiences can trigger negative emotions in the body, leading to anxiety and
irritability. This emotional state tends to reduce human action and increase the difficulty
of completing tasks. Negative emotions can also distract attention and interfere with the
ability to grasp information and the behavior the body wants to perform. Dissatisfied
consumers tend to have higher perceived costs, which is the result of detail-oriented
system information processing to solve the problem caused by negative emotions [11,32].
Dissatisfied consumers often need to recall all kinds of details and unhappiness during their
stay in order to retaliate against the hotel and vent their emotions when writing reviews.
They have more information to process than satisfied consumers, and the anger of recalling
an unpleasant experience discourages review writing. To reduce the cost to themselves,
they often need to choose an easier way to comment. Posting a picture requires taking a
picture, selecting a picture from a phone and uploading it, which is more difficult than
posting a text review, so we suggest that dissatisfied consumers are less likely to post a
picture review. Further, dissatisfied consumers often do not write comments until after
checking out for fear of retribution. Additionally, when they check out, they may not be
able to take pictures of the room and provide evidence of a bad stay, so they may give up
on writing picture reviews. We therefore propose that they show a higher probability to
choose a reviewing strategy that can reduce costs. We hypothesize:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Negative review posters are less willing to post picture reviews than positive
review posters.

Similarly, because negative review posters are under psychological pressure in re-
calling the experience, they will have less energy to shoot and post high-quality images.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Negative review posters post pictures of lower quality.

Our hypotheses are logically related and self-contained. Generalizing from a more
understandable language, people prefer to read reviews with pictures (H1) and prefer
to see high-quality pictures (H2). However, consumers, especially those with negative
experiences, do not like to post images because it requires higher perceived costs (H3, H4).
Additionally, the consumers’ experience is positively related to the quality of the pictures
they post (H5).

4. Method

Our method consists of two parts: crawled data analysis and experiments. Among
them, H1, H2, H4 and H5 are tested in the crawled data analysis part because the variables
in these hypotheses can be quantified in the data obtained online. However, the “perceived
cost” in H3 could not be assessed directly from online data, so we designed scenario-based
experiments to investigate the participants’ perceived cost of writing negative and positive
reviews. Second, we think that review usefulness, measured as a binary variable in the
crawl data analysis, had insufficient explanatory power for H1, so we designed another
experiment to quantify review usefulness as a continuous value to examine H1. Finally,
to explore whether negative review posters are less likely to post images than positive
review posters because of their higher perceived cost (H4), we also designed experiments
to examine this.

4.1. Variable Measurement in the Research Framework

In order to show the relationship of our five hypotheses more clearly, Table 1 illustrates
the independent and dependent variables of each hypothesis.
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Table 1. Variables defined for each hypothesis.

Hypothesis Independent Variable Dependent Variable

H1 Type of review (picture versus text)
Review usefulnessH2 Quality of pictures (continuous variable)

H3 Type of review (picture versus text) Perceived costs
H4 Type of review posters (positive versus negative) Type of review
H5 Review score (discrete variable) Quality of pictures

Type of review is a categorical variable. Since e-commerce sites have restrictions on
the number of pictures that reviewers can post, and few people post videos, we consider
comments that attach at least one picture as “picture reviews”. Reviews with only text are
considered “text reviews”. The categorization is the same in both crawled data analysis
and experiments.

Quality of pictures. We measure this variable by picture definition. When taking
a picture, one will see the autofocus process of the camera, which gradually creates a
relatively sharp image. We use the Laplace operator to calculate the edge information of
the picture. The higher the picture definition, the greater the variance of the corresponding
picture after filtering by the Laplace operator. The API cv2.Laplacian provided by OpenCV
is used.

Type of review posters includes positive review posters and negative review posters.
In the analysis of the crawled data, we use two scales to categorize the type of review posters.
As for the first scale, posters scoring 5 are regarded as positive review posters (positive
score = 5) and others as negative review posters (negative score < 5). The categorization is
based on the quartile. To enhance robustness, the second scale considers posters scoring
less than 3 as negative review posters (negative score < 3) and others as positive review
posters (3 < positive score ≤ 5). In the experiments, participants are randomly divided into
positive review posters and negative review posters in advance.

Review score is only involved in the section of crawled data analysis because we did
not set experiments to test H5. We measure this variable using the scores of reviews. A
lower score stands for a higher degree of negative emotion. It is a discrete variable in most
e-commerce platforms.

Review usefulness. In the analysis of the crawled data, this variable is binary. If the
review is labeled as “helpful”, we regard it as useful (coded as 1) and otherwise non-useful
(coded as 0). Meanwhile, in the experiment of Section 5, we ask participants to evaluate the
usefulness of reviews by scoring them using a 7-point Likert scale. So, the usefulness in the
second model ranges from 1 to 7.

Perceived costs This is the average measurement in the experiments section, asking
participants two measurement questions based on a scale: “Question 1: How much effort
did you put into writing the review?” and “Question 2: How much estimated time did you
spend on writing the review?”. The Likert scale ranges from 1 (no effort) to 7 (extremely
high level of effort) and 1 (less than 30 s) to 7 (more than 4.5 min).

4.2. Online Review Data

To verify our hypotheses, we collected online review data from Ctrip.com (accessed
on 13 July 2022), the most popular hospitality platform in China. Our main tools for
data collection and data processing were python and spss statistics. Our sample included
217 hotels in Shenzhen, a famous tourism destination. To avoid the potential heterogeneity
effect, we collected the data in a stratified sampling way. Firstly, we classified all the hotels
in Shenzhen into groups based on their locations, opening years and average prices. Then,
we calculated the number in each group we needed to sample according to the overall
proportions. Finally, we obtained a total of 205,090 review data from 217 hotels, spanning
from November 2017 to November 2020.

The restaurant-level data consist of information such as the hotel’s name, concrete loca-
tion, number of reviews, overall score, amenities and other associated attributes. Figure 1 is

Ctrip.com
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an example of hotel features on Ctrip.com (accessed on 13 July 2022). Each piece of review
data includes the reviewer’s ID, the type of room they booked, review rating, review data,
whether the tag “helpful” is labeled and whether the review was posted with pictures.
Figures 2 and 3 are examples of text reviews (the consumer posts text only) and picture
reviews (the consumer posts at least one image, regardless of whether it is accompanied by
text). Because H2 and H5 involve picture quality, we used all the pictures crawled as H2’s
and H5’s experimental data. Since more than one image can be included in a review, we
used their average picture definition in our quality measurement.

Figure 1. Screenshot of a hotel homepage from Ctrip.com (accessed on 13 July 2022).

Figure 2. Screenshot of a text review.

Figure 3. Screenshot of a picture review.

4.3. Data Description
4.3.1. Customer-Level Data

Table 2 below reveals the distribution of customer reviews. Customers are allowed
to grade the hotels with a maximum score of 5 and a minimum of 1. The mean of the

Ctrip.com
Ctrip.com
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205,090 review scores is 4.68. We can preliminarily conclude that the majority of these
reviews have a score of 5 because all of the 3 quartiles are 5.

Table 2. Distribution of customer review scores.

Variables N

Number of customer reviews 205,090
Mean of customer review scores 4.68

25th percentile score 5
50th percentile score 5
75th percentile score 5

Min score 1
Max score 5

Table 3 lists the distribution of review scores that inherently represents consumer
satisfaction. It is noticeably shown that the largest proportion is on a score of 5 at 77.47%.
Based on this, we regard a review with a score of 5 as a positive review. We also follow
the rule that reviews scoring 3 or lower are considered negative reviews, as indicated by
Ctrip.com (accessed on 13 July 2022). Therefore, the 12,785 negative reviews account for
6.23% of the total.

Table 3. Distribution of review scores.

Review Score N Percentage Cumulative Percentage

R.S. 1 ≤ 3.0 12,785 6.23% 6.23%
3.0 < R.S. ≤ 4.0 21,413 10.44% 16.67%
4.0 < R.S. < 5.0 12,011 5.86% 22.53%

5.0 = R.S. 158,881 77.47% 100%
Total 205,090 100%

1 Review Score.

4.3.2. Helpfulness of Picture Reviews and Text Reviews

Table 4 is the distribution of usefulness of picture reviews and text reviews. Statistics
show that although the number of picture reviews is lower than that of text reviews, the
percentage of useful reviews in picture reviews is found to be more than 6 times that in text
reviews. The ratio is 14.23% to 2.47%. This becomes a shred of apparent evidence for our
first hypothesis.

Table 4. Distribution of review scores.

Variables
N

Picture Reviews
(9.34%)

Percentage
Text Reviews

(90.66%)

Total
(100%)

Usefulness 2725 (14.23%) 4596 (2.47%) 7321
Non-usefulness 16,422 (85.77%) 181,347 (97.53%) 197,769

19,147 (100%) 185,943 (100%) 205.090

4.3.3. Review Types

Table 5 compares the distribution of different types of reviews, wherein we can find
that the number of text reviews is 185,943, which is approximately 10 times larger than that
of picture reviews. It appears that picture reviews are significantly less likely to be posted
than text reviews, which is consistent with the second hypothesis that review posters are
more willing to choose text reviews rather than picture reviews. Positive reviews make up
81.92% of the picture reviews, while they are slightly lower (77.01%) for text reviews. In
contrast, the percentage of negative reviews (review score ≤ 3) in text reviews is higher
than that in picture reviews, with 6.34% and 5.19%, respectively. We further calculate two

Ctrip.com
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figures: (1) the percentage of negative reviews with pictures in negative reviews = 7.77%
and (2) the percentage of positive reviews with pictures in positive reviews = 9.87%. The
difference between the two figures might be evidence of the third hypothesis, that review
posters with negative consumption experience are more reluctant to post picture reviews
than review posters with positive consumption experience.

Table 5. Distribution of different types of reviews.

Review Score Picture Reviews (9.34%) Text Reviews (90.66%)

R.S. ≤ 3.0 993 (5.19%) 11,792 (6.34%)
3.0 < R.S. ≤ 4.0 1241 (6.48%) 20,172 (10.85%)
4.0 < R.S. < 5.0 1227 (6.41%) 10,784 (5.80%)

5.0 = R.S. 15,686 (81.92%) 143,195 (77.01%)
Total 19,147 (100%) 185,943 (100%)

5. Crawled Data Analysis
5.1. Review Usefulness and Perceived Costs

In this part, we conduct two tests as the pre-investigation for H1 and H4 in order to
explore whether and to what extent the picture reviews are more useful to review readers
than text reviews and positive review posters and negative review posters differ in their
perceived costs. In both tests, we have the same treatment group and control group.

Treatment group (picture reviews). The group is made up of reviews and at least one
photo posted by customers who stayed at one of the 219 hotels in Shenzhen, including
19,147 review data (see Tables 3 and 4).

Control group (text reviews). The group consists of 185,943 data pieces posted in
plain text by customers who had stayed at the same 219 hotels (see Tables 3 and 4).

5.1.1. Test 1: A Pre-Investigation of Perceived Usefulness

To test Hypothesis 1, our dependent variable of interest is whether there is a tag of
helpfulness in each review, which we define as a useful review and those without the tag
as non-useful. Additionally, the independent variable is a binary variable, representing the
type of review (picture versus text).

We run a logit regression analysis to answer whether usefulness is related to the type
of review (Hypothesis 1). The independent variable x is the binary variable, which is 1 if
the review is accompanied by at least one picture and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable
y is 1 if the review is useful and 0 otherwise. So, there are four possible scenarios, shown
in Table 6. Our only predictor variable is an indicator variable for being with a tag of
usefulness.

Dependent Variableij = α + β ∗ Type of Reviewij + εij, (1)

where i = customer and j = treatment group and control group.

Table 6. Type of review—Usefulness.

(x 1, y 2) Picture Reviews Text Reviews

Useful (1, 1) (0, 1)
Non-useful (1, 0) (0, 0)

1 x: Type of Reviewij in Equation (1). 2 y: Dependent Variableij in Equation (1), indicating review usefulness.

Result of Test 1. Table 7 shows the results of Test 1. We find that the effect of being
a picture review on the likelihood of usefulness is significant (β = 0.184, p < 0.001). In
other words, picture reviews are more likely to be tagged with usefulness than text reviews,
which is consistent with Hypothesis 1.
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Table 7. Result of Test 1.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 0.025 0.000 58.350 0.000

Type of Review a 0.118 0.001 0.184 84.972 0.000
a Dependent variable: usefulness of reviews.

5.1.2. Test 2: A Pre-Investigation of Perceived Costs

To test H4, we apply the same logic and design a model similar to Test 1. We run
two main tests. To be specific, for the first main test, our dependent variable of interest
is whether the score is equal to or lower than 3 for each review, whereas for the second
main test, our dependent variable of interest is whether the score is equal to 5 for each
review. We consider a review with a score of 3 or less to be negative (negative review ≤ 3)
and positive if its score is equal to 5 (positive review = 5), in accordance with Ctrip.com
(accessed on 13 July 2022).

Dependent Variable’ij = α’ + β’ ∗ Type of Reviewij + ε’ij, (2)

where i = customer and j = treatment group and control group.
The independent variable x is the binary variable, which pertains if the review is

accompanied by at least one picture and is 0 otherwise. In Test 2, the dependent variable
y is 1 if it is a negative review (R.S. ≤ 3) and 0 otherwise (3 < R.S. ≤ 5). So, there are four
possible scenarios, shown in Table 8. Meanwhile, in Test 3, the dependent variable y is 1
if it is a positive review (R.S. = 5) and 0 otherwise (1 ≤ R.S. < 5). So, there are also four
possible scenarios, shown in Table 9.

Table 8. Type of review—Review score 1.

(x 1, y 2) Picture Reviews Text Reviews

Negative (R.S. ≤ 3) (1, 1) (0, 1)
Others (3 < R.S. ≤ 5) (1, 0) (0, 0)

1 x: Type of Reviewij in Equation (2). 2 y: Dependent Variable’ij in Equation (2), indicating review score.

Table 9. Type of review—Review score 2.

(x 1, y 2) Picture Reviews Text Reviews

Positive (R.S. = 5) (1, 1) (0, 1)
Others (1 < R.S. < 5) (1, 0) (0, 0)

1 x: Type of Reviewij in Equation (2). 2 y: Dependent Variable’ij in Equation (2), indicating review score.

Result of Test 2. Table 10 shows the results of Test 2. We can confirm that the rela-
tionship between the type of review and review score is significant (βnegative = −0.014,
p ≤ 0.001; βpositive = 0.034, p ≤ 0.001), further implying that consumers with an unsatis-
factory consumption experience are more reluctant to post pictures than consumers with
satisfactory consumption experience, which is consistent with our Hypothesis 4.

Ctrip.com
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Table 10. Type of review—Review score 2.

Dependent Variable Negative Reviews
(Main Test 1)

Positive Reviews
(Main Test 2)

Type of Review (Picture = 1,
Text = 0)

−0.014 ***
(0.01)

0.034 ***
(0.01)

Constant Yes Yes
Standard Error 0.002 0.003
Observations 205,090 205,090

*** denotes significance at the 5% level.

5.2. Test 3: Picture Quality and Review Usefulness

To test H2, we use the Laplacian operator to compute the clarity of the images in the
19,147 image comments crawled. The Laplacian operator is used to measure the second-
order derivatives of the images and is able to emphasize the regions in the images where the
density changes rapidly, i.e., the boundaries. In normal images, the boundary is relatively
clear, so the variance is larger; while in blurred images, the boundary information contained
in the image is small, so the variance is smaller. The calculated image sharpness distribution
is shown in Figure 4, and the quality score is mostly concentrated between 1000 and 4000.
We consider picture quality as the independent variable and comment usefulness as the
binary dependent variable. Table 11 shows the results of the regression, which shows
that picture quality has a significantly positive effect on usefulness (β = 0.099, p < 0.001).
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is supported, indicating that people consider high-quality pictures
more useful.

Figure 4. Distribution of quality of pictures.
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Table 11. Results of Test 3.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) −0.218 0.026 −8.295 0.000

Quality of Picture a 0.048 0.003 0.099 13.782 0.000
a Dependent variable: usefulness of review.

5.3. Test 4: Picture Quality and Review Score

According to Hypothesis 3, we believe that posting pictures requires more cognitive
effort than posting text. According to Hypothesis 4, we believe that consumers with
negative experiences are less willing to post pictures because they pay more perceived
costs than positive review posters. Therefore, it can be inferred that when negative review
posters choose to post a picture, they are likely to discard the accuracy of photo focusing.
Additionally, they photograph items in more detail rather than as a whole to complain
about some trivial matters. The camera is harder to focus when shooting at close range.
Therefore, negative consumers post lower-quality pictures. In this test, the dependent
variable is the quality of the pictures. Additionally, the independent variable is the scores
of all the picture reviews we crawled online, which is a discrete variable because people
are limited by the platform’s scoring scale. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the
two variables. It can be seen that excluding some outlier points, the image quality tends
to increase with the increase in the score. Table 12 shows the results of this test with a
standardized coefficient equal to 0.099 and a significance level of 0.000, indicating that
the review scores are significantly and positively correlated with the quality of the posted
pictures. Therefore, H5 is supported.

Figure 5. The relationship between review scores and the quality of pictures.
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Table 12. Results of Test 4.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 7.201 0.036 199.571 0.000

Review Score a 0.074 0.008 0.071 9.862 0.000
a Dependent variable: the quality of picture.

6. Experiment

In this section, we design two experiments to test our hypotheses—Experiment A for
H1 and Experiment B for H3 and H4.

6.1. Experiment A

Experiment A aims to verify whether picture reviews are more useful for review
readers than text reviews in terms of three measurement indicators: perceived helpfulness,
perceived reliability and perceived persuasiveness. We randomly choose four 5-scored
reviews from the data mentioned in Section 3. Each of them is accompanied by text and one
picture. Participants were divided into two groups—the text group and the picture group.
For the text group, they were first asked to read the text of the reviews (we did not provide
any images) and then fill in a survey that asked about the three measurements using a
5-point Likert scale. For the picture group, the only difference was that they were provided
with the original pictures of the reviews. Table 13 illustrates the variable measurement items.
The more useful the reviews are to readers, the higher the score on all three measurements.
In total, 200 participants were recruited in China and, after filtering, 90 questionnaires were
left for the text group and 84 for the other group. Among the qualified respondents, 50.6%
were females and 49.4% were males, with 86% aged between 18 and 25.

Table 13. Research variable measurement items.

Research Variable Measurement Items Reference Scale

perceived usefulness These reviews provide me with helpful information about the hotel.

Kim et al. (2008) [25]
Deng et al. (2020) [52]

These reviews help me learn more about the hotel.

perceived reliability
These reviews are reliable for me.

These reviews are objective for me.
These reviews are real for me.

perceived persuasiveness These reviews are convincing for me to trust the posters.
These reviews are important when I book the hotel.

Result A. In order to test whether online review types can bring an interference effect
on consumer perception, we conduct a hierarchical regression. Since the independent
variable (text review/picture review) is a category variable, we treat the type of text review
as a dummy variable. Table 14 shows the hierarchical regression result. The adjusted
R2 = 0.285, F = 15.164, p = 0.000 < 0.05, indicating that the overall explanatory variance
of the regression model reaches a significant level. In the regression model result shown
in Table 15, the standardized coefficient (β) of the independent variable is positive, and
the significance value is less than 0.05, indicating that the independent variable (review
type) can bring a significant interference effect to the dependent variable (review readers’
usefulness). It shows that the picture reviews are more useful to readers than text reviews,
thus supporting H1.
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Table 14. Overall fitting degree of the model.

Model a,b R R2 Adjusted R2 F Significance

1 0.285 a 0.081 0.076 15.164 0.000 b

a Dependent variable: usefulness of review readers. b Predicted variable: constant, picture reviews.

Table 15. Regression coefficients of Experiment A a.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 3.475 0.089 38.824 0.000

picture review 0.502 0.129 0.285 3.894 0.000
a Dependent variable: usefulness of review.

6.2. Experiment B

Experiment B is designed to test H3 and H4. We investigate how the features of
posting picture reviews and text reviews influence the perceived costs of review posters.
To be more specific, we examine the degree of influence by subdividing review posters into
dissatisfied consumers and satisfied consumers.

A 2 (positive consumption experience versus negative consumption experience) × 2 (picture
review versus text review) between-subjects comparison is designed. In total, 220 partici-
pants were recruited and evenly divided into the positive group and the negative group.
After question filtering, 88 were left in the positive group and 90 in the other group. We ad-
ditionally recruited two participants to balance the number of the two conditions. Among
them, 42.6% were males, and 57.4% were females, with a proportion of more than 80%
aged between 18 and 25. Participants in both groups were asked to think of themselves as
having lived in a hotel. They were first provided with the hotel descriptions and photos we
selected from Ctrip.com. Participants in the positive group were asked to imagine that they
had a positive consumption experience in the hotel. The duration of imagination was to be
no less than three minutes. Additionally, they were then supposed to write a text review
of 50–70 words to describe their imagination. Next, they decided whether they wanted
to supplement the text review with a related picture, which they needed to choose from
the two candidate pictures we provided. If the participant chose an unrelated picture for
his/her text review, this review was considered invalid. In the end, they were asked to
indicate their perceived costs by answering two measurement questions using a 7-point
Likert scale: “Question 1: How much effort did you put into writing the review?” and
“Question 2: How much estimated time did you spend on writing the review?”. The Likert
scale ranged from 1 (no effort) to 7 (extremely high level of effort) and 1 (less than 30 s) to 7
(more than 4.5 min). The two measurement items were cognitive effort and time the review
poster subjectively estimated. Meanwhile, for the negative group, the only difference was
that participants in this experiment were supposed to imagine that they had a worse hotel
stay experience.

Result B. The relevant variable we were interested in is whether a picture was added
to the review. Among the 90 participants in the positive group, 37 (41.1%) chose to add a
picture to their review, and all were valid. Meanwhile, only 18 participants in the negative
group chose to add a picture, and 15 (17.2%) were valid. To predict whether a picture was
added for each review, we ran an ordinary least-square regression. The result shows that
having a negative consumption experience can negatively affect the probability of posting
a picture review (see Table 16; the coefficient is −0.239, p < 0.001. H4is supported.
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Table 16. Regression coefficients1 of Experiment B a.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 0.411 0.046 8.882 0.000

negative review −0.239 0.066 −0.262 −3.591 0.000
a Dependent variable: picture review.

We also examine whether posting a picture review requires more perceived costs by
running two regressions using the average score of the two measurement indicators as
dependent variables—cognitive effort and estimated time. Higher average score means
that review posters need to put more effort into writing the reviews. Tables 17 and 18
show the result of the regression. Both the coefficients of positive and negative reviews are
greater than 0 with a significance p < 0.001, thus supporting H3, i.e., that review posters are
more willing to post text reviews than picture reviews because the latter requires higher
perceived costs. In addition, the standardized coefficient of positive review (β = 0.485,
p < 0.001) is smaller than that of negative review (β = 0.650, p < 0.001), indicating that
dissatisfied review posters need to pay higher costs, thus supporting H4, i.e., that review
posters with negative consumption experience are less willing to post picture reviews than
review posters with positive consumption experience. To test whether there is a significant
difference in the efforts made by positive review posters and negative review posters, we
conduct a t-test on the cost scores of the two groups of data. As shown in Table 19, the
mean values of the two are 2.7944 and 3.8103, respectively. In Table 20, p = 0.000 < 0.005
indicates that there is a significant difference in the effort made by the review posters of the
two attitudes.

Table 17. Regression coefficients2 of Experiment B a.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 2.396 0.119 20.067 0.000

positive picture review 0.969 0.186 0.485 5.201 0.000
a Dependent variable: perceived costs of review posters.

Table 18. Regression coefficients3 of Experiment B a.

Coefficient Standardized Coefficient
t Significance

B SE Beta

1
(constant) 3.507 0.093 37.799 0.000

negative picture review 1.760 0.223 0.650 7.876 0.000
a Dependent variable: perceived costs of review posters.

Table 19. Descriptive statistics of two groups.

Sample Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Error

Positive 90 2.7944 0.98840 0.10419
Negative 88 3.8103 1.02934 0.11036

Table 20. Results of independent samples’ t-test.

t Statistic Degree of
Freedom

Significance Difference of
Mean

Difference in
Standard Error

Difference (95% Significance)

Lower Limit Upper Limit

−6.698 176 0.000 −1.01590 0.15166 −1.31522 −0.71658
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7. Conclusions

Given the importance of user-generated pictures, using such content to enhance
consumer engagement is critical for e-commerce. Consumers are involved in reviews in two
main capacities: as review readers and review publishers. If review posters deliver exactly
the information that review readers expect to see (or that is useful), then the messaging on
the platform is efficient, which can accelerate the review adoption and purchase decision
process for consumers. Review messages can be delivered as text and pictures. In recent
years, a number of scholars have studied the usefulness of review text length, the sentiment
expressed in the text, etc., for consumers of different product categories. However, very
few have compared the usefulness of different types of reviews. Some scholars have also
disputed the advantages and disadvantages of both text reviews and picture reviews.
Therefore, this paper empirically investigates the first research question: which is more
useful to review readers—pictures or text? Since the quality of pictures makes a difference
in the experience of review reading, and few studies have discussed in depth the usefulness
of review pictures, we ask the second question in this paper: do higher-quality review
pictures have a significant impact on the usefulness of reviews? We believe that the process
of information transfer does not only depend on the characteristics of the receiver of the
information, but the willingness of the publisher is also very important. Therefore, we
further investigate the aspects of review posters, according to the social exchange theory.
We believe that posting pictures conveys more accurate information than posting text, but
it also requires more effort from the review posters. We therefore put forward the third
research question: does posting pictures require more perceived costs than posting text?
Based on previous research on the emotional impact of negative consumers, which results
in more effort being required for reviewing, we propose the fourth research question: are
consumers with negative experiences more reluctant to post picture reviews? Since the
perceived costs of taking high-quality images are higher, we then ask the fifth research
question: do high-rated reviewers post higher-quality images (because of the low perceived
costs of positive review posters)?

We verify five hypotheses corresponding to the research questions by means of data
analysis and experiments. First, we crawled hotel data and reviewed data from Ctrip.com
(accessed on 13 July 2022), a popular travel website. A preliminary observation and
comparison were made on reviewers’ attitudes (positive versus negative) and the types of
reviews (picture versus text), and then, the data were grouped for the regression model test.
In Test 2, in order to ensure robustness, we regarded reviews with scores of less than 5 and
3 as negative reviews, respectively, and conducted two tests. The Experiment section was
divided into A and B. Experiment A continuously scaled the variable “review usefulness”
and evaluated the impact of the review type on it. Experiment B asked participants to write
positive and negative reviews and evaluated the perceived cost they incurred using a scale,
so as to investigate whether the attitude of participants will affect the type of comments
they post and the perceived cost.

Our research results are as follows. First, we present evidence that consumers find
picture reviews more useful when reading online reviews and that they prefer high-quality
pictures. High-quality picture refers to the fact that the review publisher accurately focuses
on the sharpness to improve clarity when taking a picture. This result suggests that this
visual form of review reference can be a good aid for consumer decision making and
has high commercial value. Second, we find that review publishers are more reluctant in
choosing picture reviews than text reviews, and this reluctance is more pronounced in the
case of negative reviews. This is because posting images is a more tedious step than posting
text and requires more effort. Third, we also find that high-quality pictures are less likely
to appear in negative reviews. This is also due to the fact that high-quality images require
more effort to capture the focusing process than low-resolution images, and consumers
with bad experiences are more reluctant to put so much effort into the posting process. The
above results show that pictures, especially high-quality pictures, can improve the efficiency
of people’s purchasing decisions, so this form of review is very important for e-commerce

Ctrip.com
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platforms. However, the perceived cost greatly reduces the previous adopters’ willingness
to post images, resulting in a mismatch between the actual comments and what the review
readers want to see. This “non-conformity” is even more pronounced in negative reviews,
as the recall of a bad experience when writing a review brings psychological pressure and
irritation to the review posters who have higher perceived costs compared to consumers
with positive reviews and are less likely to post image reviews and high-quality images.
Therefore, we need to pay attention not only to the asymmetry between the expectations
of information deliverers and information recipients in the review system but also to the
extent to which the attitudes of information deliverers can affect this asymmetry.

7.1. Theoretical Contributions

Our work contributes to research on both review readers and review posters. While
most prior research examines online reviews from the perspective of review readers (e.g.,
Refs. [5,7]), there has been a call for research on the review posters’ side, given their
important role in information delivery. Additionally, attention paid to the two parties
simultaneously provides useful insights for researchers to examine the success of informa-
tion delivery. Therefore, our work contributes to the literature on knowledge exchange that
underscores the requirements that knowledge contributors be willing to part with their
knowledge and knowledge seekers be willing to reuse the codified knowledge to guarantee
success [45–48]. We suggest that it is not sufficient to only examine one side if information
delivery is taken into account.

By examining different types of reviews’ usefulness for review readers, we develop
a more holistic understanding of the theory basis used to understand information adop-
tion [20]. Although existing studies of consumer decision-making behaviors have generated
important insights into online reviews’ usefulness, many discuss the attitudes toward the
reviews and the length of the text. Examples of these include consumers having inher-
ent and fixed confidence over extremely negative and extremely positive reviews (e.g.,
Ref. [49]), and the length of a review has a significantly positive effect on its usefulness
(e.g., Refs [50,51]). However, the usefulness of picture reviews and text reviews, given that
a picture review is a new reviewing form, is less investigated. Therefore, our work extends
the information adoption theory on reviews’ usefulness.

In terms of review posters, our work leverages consumer information sharing behavior
research, particularly the social exchange theory, to better understand the review selection
choice outcomes. One of the important theoretical contributions of our study is that we
divert attention to the cost and benefit simultaneously to discuss the trade-off between
effort and accuracy when choosing different types of reviews. We thus gain a better
understanding of the role of the cost–benefit factor in affecting consumers’ review posting
behaviors by overcoming the limitations of focusing on only one of the two factors (e.g.,
Refs [12–15]). Our study reveals the importance of considering changes in the perceived
costs and perceived benefits in review posting behavior for future work. Additionally, to
the best of our knowledge, the asymmetrical representation of the review strategy choice
for negative and positive reviews is less discussed in the existing literature.

7.2. Managerial Implications

Recent research on e-commerce has provided useful ways to boost business for the
practitioners, especially online travel agencies, in many different ways to connect customers
with service providers to find better strategies. We believe that our work has managerial
implications in this regard as well.

First, online travel agencies should create an effective review system to match the
manners of information contribution and information seeking together. Encouraging early
adopters to write reviews with pictures can help consumers learn more about the product
or service and thus make confident decisions according to the empirical result of our study
that review readers regard picture reviews as more useful.
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Further, as our results show that dissatisfied review posters have a lower motivation to
post picture reviews, online travel agencies can provide an appropriate reviewing template
for those who rate low scores, which is able to reduce their perceived efforts and thus
increase the probability of posting with pictures. Additionally, a potential remedy for the
ineffectiveness of negative information delivery is to set a “negative reviews with pictures”
filtering option for review readers.

Third, technicians can improve usefulness and better assist consumers in making
decisions by automatically enhancing the clarity of the images in reviews. This is also more
friendly to partially sighted review readers. Platforms could even design algorithms that
automatically detect the quality of review images, giving incentives when review posters
upload photos that exceed certain thresholds.

7.3. Limitations and Future Work

There are certain limitations for further research directions. First, we investigate
consumer reviews only in one category, which is the hotel industry, whereas prior research
has shown that consumers use different criteria to evaluate products based on the product
category [53]. Therefore, it would be of great value to understand the nature of the dynamics
that show changes in the perceived review costs and benefits affect consumer behavior by
analyzing other product or service categories.

Second, our study measures the effectiveness of information delivery by only examin-
ing whether the manners of information sending and information receiving are matched.
Additionally, we only consider usefulness in the information receiving process. Examining
other factors that underlie the success of information delivery would be useful in helping
e-commerce businesses develop review systems and reduce information asymmetry.

Third, a great defect of our work is that in the data analysis part of the pre-investigation,
we did not take into account whether most review readers click on the tag of “usefulness” of
picture reviews because they have less opportunity to refer to text reviews. In Experiment B,
we calculated the coefficient of correlation between the two types of reviews and the review
posters’ effort. We found that the standardized coefficient of positive reviews is smaller
than that of negative reviews. The difference seems obvious; however, when we conducted
Fisher’s z-test to compare the difference, the result slightly missed the significance level.
Therefore, the hypothesis is not supported strictly. To address the limitation, we will
continue this study with a larger sample size in the future.

Fourth, since time did not allow for this, we failed to make the reviews from both
groups (picture and text) in the field study as similar as possible, which may have caused
certain errors in the results of regression computation. We therefore advise future studies
to employ a matching method (e.g., Mahalanobis matching method) to match the treatment
group and the control group.

Fifth, though we proposed our hypotheses depending on the social exchange theory,
we were unable to design a reliable e-commerce environment to investigate the psycho-
logical evidence due to resource limitations. We call for more future studies to test the
underlying psychological mechanism of our hypotheses to examine whether review posters
are reluctant to post pictures because more costs are required and whether the costs are
much higher in negative review posting.

Online reviews are an important source of information for consumers evaluating
products and services [54]. This means that understanding review information delivery
and information sharing behaviors are important in e-commerce research. Therefore, on
the basis of this study, further research is needed to more fully understand the different
effects of picture reviews and text reviews on the process of online review information
transmission.
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